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ABSTRACT

In the global enterprise, one of the major tasks of

management development is providing organizational glue -

integrating subsidiaries and other units that need their

own autonomy. In this way the firm is able to escape the

traditional centralization-decentralization dilemma. 	 The

article outlines a hierarchy of tools of glue technology

and the pitfalls in their use. It emphasizes the importance

of "dosing the glue" so to focus on building strategic and

operational linkages, avoiding the traps of "strong

culture" firms. Finally, a paradox is discussed: while the

human resource function has an important role to play in

managing management development, that function is itself

often a prisoner of the centralization-decentralization

dilemma.



The role of management development is changing. Its focus has

long been on "getting the right people into the right places

at the right times" through recruitment, succession manage-

ment, training and other forms of development. And as the

"places" have changed from static boxes on an organization

chart to strategic and business goals, so its role has come to

encompass the implementation of these new strategies and

plans.

In today's multinational firm, its role is broadening further.

Management development has become a tool for organization

development, for managing the informal organization that is

often known as "the network" (Evans, 1989a). In multinational

enterprises, the formal tools of organization (structure and

systems) cannot cope alone with dilemmas such as the opposing

pulls of centralization and decentralization. Many firms have

tried, for example devising matrix structures. As Davis and

Lawrence (1977) saw it, matrix offers "the promise of a

release from the dilemma, of the flexibility of both

centralization and decentralization, specialization and

integration" (p.xi). Yet when the two dimensional matrix of

product by geography becomes a four to six dimensional matrix

(product, geography, customer/industry segment, supplier

segment, core competence, and functional competence) even the

most stalwart advocate of matrix structure is forced to

acknowledge its limits. And when speed in implementation
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becomes a competitive success factor in the shape of "time to

market" and transfer of know how, we find that the formal

organization always lags behind. Matrix becomes not so much a

question of structure but more one of management development.

How can one create a matrix in the mind of managers and build

a matrix of needed relationships (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1990)?

The objective of this article is to answer this question,

based on a study of more than forty firms that have been

struggling with these dilemmas (see Evans, Doz and Laurent

(1989) for an earlier report). In the conclusion, I will turn

to the implications for the human resource function. The

starting point is the discussion of the centralization-

decentralization dilemma that confronts every major

international organization.

THE BACKGROUND:
THE CENTRALIZATION-DECENTRALIZATION DILEMMA

Let me begin by outlining the history of this dilemma in

simplified form. In the early stages of internationalization,

until the late 60s, most firms were comparatively centralized.

This was logical in that the center had the skilled technical

and managerial resources, the manufacturing know how, and the

access to capital (Doz & Prahalad, 1981). Export departments

became international divisions, companies invested in sales
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subsidiaries abroad and exported skilled personnel to command

operations or establish local plants.

As internationalization accelerated in the late 60s, the

pendulum began to swing toward decentralization. Foreign

affiliates and labor markets had now developed their own

technical and managerial resources. With the

internationalization of capital markets, they could often

secure their own financing. In a tougher market, local

initiative was becoming the competitive success factor -

service to local customers, adaptation of products to local

needs, attraction of local entrepreneurs. This swing of the

pendulum was reinforced by the early wave of acquisition of

foreign companies.

How do we organize decentralized operations? This created

organizational dilemmas, especially for diversified

enterprises with ambitions for international growth. Do we

organize by geography (regional divisions) or by product

(worldwide product divisions)?	 Some firms muddled through

with successive waves of reorganization. Others organized by

product division, selling off unrelated businesses so as to

focus on the "knitting" that fitted into these product lines.

But the majority of companies turned to the new matrix

structure, occasionally in its pure form of dual reporting

lines but more typically in the shape of dotted-line
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relationships complementing the chosen product or geographic

structure.

Line managers were the central players in these organizational

dramas - regional and country heads, plant managers, and

product managers. Functional departments, and notably

personnel, were typically backstage players. With the

attention now being given to strategic HRM and new concerns

such as EEO and the changing industrial relations scene,

central personnel departments often mushroomed. But this

reflected the interests of the mother country. Local and even

divisional personnel managers went their own way, serving the

interests of their local masters and largely unaffected by the

new dotted lines on the organization chart.

"Globalization" in the 80's heralded a new shift, with the

pendulum swinging back toward "centralization". Global

clients began to demand worldwide coordination of their needs.

Economies of scale in sourcing and purchasing necessitated

greater global coordination, as did technology and

manufacturing. Duplication of local initiatives in MIS, QM

and the like had to be avoided, and the transfer of learning

from one business or country to another became more important.

Greater control was needed to enter and leave the growing

number of joint ventures, alliances, sales and acquisitions of

operations. Closer relations between local detection of

opportunities, central research, regional manufacturing and
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local marketing became important to speed up "time-to-market"

which is some industries was becoming a major source of

competitive advantage. In fact, "globalization" has become an

umbrella label for forces such as these.

However, the twist was that few of these pressures could now

be satisfied by resorting to yesterday's tools of

centralization. The imperatives of decentralization were

equally strong: the need for customer orientation, the fact

that many innovations originate at the local or customer

interface, the need for greater specialization and

differentiation in focus, the unwillingness of talented local

employees to respond to distant central masters - complemented

by the emergence of new logics like the localization of

technical or functional centers of competence that can often

best be managed locally where the initial opportunity and

talent base lies.

Thus the feature of the 80s was that the forces of

centralization and decentralization simultaneously reached a

peak, exaccerbated by the fact that solutions must now add

organizational value at the lowest possible cost (see Note 1).

Escape from this dilemma has come from the recognition that

centralization is only one form of INTEGRATION, which is the

higher level concept. As the classic study of Lawrence and

Lorsch (1967) pointed out, centralization is only the formal
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end of a continuum of integration mechanisms. An increasing

number of studies have suggested the power of more subtle and

informal methods of integration (see Martinez & Jarillo, 1989,

for a review). For example, a recent empirical study of 23

subsidiaries within Matsushita and Philips even found that

while formal structure had no discernible influence on

interunit communication, these more informal integration

processes had significant positive effects on vertical and

horizontal communication within the two multinationals

(Ghoshal, Korine & Szulanski, 1991).

Management scholars recognized this in the early-mid 80s

(Prahalad & Doz, 1987; Hedlund, 1986; Bartlett & Ghoshal,

1989). The "either-or" pendulum of centralization-

decentralization has been replaced by a new "and-and"

challenge of decentralization and integration: How can a firm

provide integration to subsidiaries and other units that need 

some measure of their own autonomy? 

Behind this new duality lie some significant on-going changes

in mindset about organization and organizational processes.

First, it reflects a growing awareness of the limits of the

formal tools of organization (structure and systems), and a

shift to managing the informal organization through what I

call glue technology. Second, it reflects a corresponding

awareness of the limits of hierarchy. While I do not believe

that networks will replace hierarchy, they are certainly
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coming to complement it. Third, it embodies a change in focus

from matrix structures to matrix mindsets, as mentionned

earlier. And fourth, it paves the way for a more

differentiated approach to organizational management where

different parts are managed in different ways.

THE RESPONSE: THE INTEGRATION CHALLENGE

The limits to which an organization can handle differentiation

and decentralization are set by its ability to handle the

complementary challenge of integration. Integration is the

challenge, with its three elements : direction (goals,

visions, targets), control, and coordination.

Let's jump into the future and see how the global firm of the

year 2005 handles integration, taking business planning as an

example.

The enterprise is organized into multiple centers or units -

let's say 600 business units, geographic units, centers of

technical and functional competence, global customer centers,

and some centers at the boundary of the firm (e.g.

manufacturing, development and IT partnerships with other

firms). The centers of competence may not be located in the

mother country, even though they serve the whole firm. They

are located where they can best develop their competence - in
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Japan if that is the source of qualified labor, in Europe if

that is the major customer base.

Even today, a firm with global aspirations like Asea Brown

Boveri (ABB) consists of some 2400 such centers. And as Quinn

Mills (1991) points out, the theoretical design limit on the

number of differentiated centers is that each person is a

business center. The practical limit, as I said, is set by the

degree to which one can integrate these centres.

Top management's task is to specify who has to work with whom.

This specification of linkages is a formal process, guided by

the strategy for the future. There is of course a structure

(e.g. global product divisions) which reflects the dominant

linkages, and a majority but far from all of these

interdependencies lie within the structural unit. As the

strategy and competitive situation changes, so the

specification of who-has-to-collaborate-with-whom will change.

Thus the business manager for a particular center (lets call

him Jacques Dupont in Lyon France) may be formally

interdependent with, say, 25 other centers. Jacques prepares

his business plan, which he sends to these centers, including

one headed by Margaret Smith in Milwaukee. Margaret reads the

plan. If it does not meet her needs, if she feels that there

is an interest in pooling resources or exploring an

unidentified opportunity, she gives Jacques a call. They
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resolve the matter on the phone, meet or set up a task force,

and they revise their plans accordingly.

It is only if they cannot sort things out that the matter is

referred to the formal hierarchy. The hierarchy exists, but

as a court of contention. If Margaret and Henry cannot sort

things out, it is probably because the issue raises a basic

question of strategy, structure or principle, which should

indeed be referred up the hierarchy.

This system is integrating a vast amount of complexity that

would require a mammoth bureaucracy to handle in yesterday's

conventional organization. From top management's perspective,

the priorities are being filtered out so that they can focus

on the wood rather than the trees.

However, will it work? The basic premise for this system is

very simple. Let's come back to Jacques and Margaret. If

Jacques is simply an anonymous name in an intercompany phone

directory, if there is no trust and common purpose between

them, what will Margaret do? She'll put the business plan in

her in-tray. One month goes by, and she'll say to her

secretary, "File it away - it wasn't important after all!"

To employ the label of Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989), we can

call this firm the differentiated network organization. It is

highly differentiated, but held together by a network of
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relationships. We come back to the simple truth that things

get done through relationships.

The three elements of integration are found in these

"relationships" :

1. Shared Superordinate Vision. This is the DIRECTION

component of integration. Jacques and Margaret must

understand and accept the reasoning behind the formal linkage

between them. They are responsible for different units, but

they must also understand WHY they should collaborate.

2. Control. Jacques and Margaret must have the capacity for

self-control. This implies that they are "the right people in

the right places", and that the evaluation and reward systems

foster their collaboration on important matters. Networking

is analogous to delegation: one should not delegate or give up

hierarchic control to someone who does not have the capacity

for self-control.

3. Coordination. The capacity of Margaret and Jacques to

negotiate their differences also depends to a large measure on

the personal quality of their relationship. At one extreme,

if they once worked with each other and were personal friends,

it is probably that they will work out a deal. At the other

extreme, if they have never met and have stereotypes about
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"those Frenchies" and "the Yanks", it is unlikely that they

will work things out.

These are demanding but far from impossible requirements. Step

by step, many organizations are proceeding in this direction -

Shell, IBM, Hewlett Packard, Matsushita, Ciba Geigy, Unilever.

This 2005 organization is not realized overnight with one

simple reorganization. It is realized by progressive

application of what I call "glue technology", the management

development technology of integration.

APPLYING GLUE TECHNOLOGY

Integration capabilities are built up progressively, step-by-

step, through the application of glue to the linkage points

where it is needed.

Glue technology can be conceptualized in terms of an inverted

hierarchy of mechanisms, as shown in Figure 1. The

foundations are provided by simple mechanisms that are

relatively inexpensive and easy to employ. The use of more

sophisticated mechanisms assumes that these foundations have

been laid. If not, attempts to use powerful glue technology

are likely to abort.
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Building Face-to-Face Relationships

The bottom of the hierarchy builds on the fact that barriers

and stereotypes fade through face-to-face contact. The

specific tools are company conferences, annual "jamborees",

regional or worldwide functional meetings, exchange seminars,

workshops between two companies after a merger, or central

training programs.

Sure, there may be some informational or educational input at

these meetings but this should be complementary to the

objective of building necessary relationships. These are

created at the bar or golf course, through debate and

discussion, through active exchange rather than by listening

to input. Thus there is considerable art to the design of such

functions - managing process is as important than managing

content. The expensive failures are those where people feel

that they have only listened to inputs they could have read at

home, and where they have only socialized with close

colleagues. The cheap successes are those where participants

build useful relations with new people, learn new

perspectives, and modify stereotypes of other functions and

affiliates. Appropriately designed, these occasions develop

the interpersonal networking skills that are fundamental to

the functionning of the global enterprise.
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While these meetings may lack a defined task objective, they

create the confidence and basic network that allow the firm to

proceed to the next tool.

Horizontal Protect Groups

Lateral project management is one of the building blocks of

the differentiated network. New opportunities are developed

not by central management or HQ staff but by project teams or

task forces whose members are drawn from the decentralized

units. Problems and conflicts are tackled by similar project

groups that may cut across the formal structure. The success

of these teams or ad hoc task forces fosters further

development of the network.

The role of corporate, divisional or regional headquarters

does not vanish, though it changes qualitatively (and

quantitatively since fewer central staff are needed). This

role is not to solve people's problems for them but to lead a

process whereby people get together to solve their problems or

to explore opportunities that require joint collaboration.

Instead of providing expertise and solutions, as in the past,

the role of headquarters is to provide what I call network

leadership.

This is leadership rather than management, to use the current

cliché, and without it, horizontal project management will
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remain no more than an ideal. Leadership means "ears-to-the-

ground" to ensure that project teams are set up around real

priority problems. It means ensuring that the team members

from local units are the right people - those with the

knowledge, the local clout, and not simply those who are

available.

This paves the way for the later implementation of centers of

excellence or competence. Headquarters does not have the

monopoly on expertise. Locating centers of technical or

functional competency where it is cheapest and most natural is

quite commonsensical. However, this concept cannot be

implemented until the conception of the headquarter role has

changed and until local managers have developed capabilities

in working across the organization.

How does top management start this ball rolling? Initial talk

of project management, networking and horizontal collaboration

(for example at the first level meetings mentioned above) is

important to sensitize people. Some successes, closely

steering by top management, will reinforce this.	 But this is

not enough. Paradoxically, I have observed that the most

important tool is to limit the extent to which local managers

can solve problems and grab opportunities via conventional

means! Exercise tight budgets, limit resources and financing

while emphasizing the importance of horizontal project

management!! This means getting to grips with what my
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colleague Sumantra Ghoshal graphically calls "satisfactory

underperformance". As long as the resource pool is open, as

long as there is tolerance for satisfactory underperformance,

decentralized managers will continue to build local empires,

reinvent-the-wheel, resource opportunities for their own

vested interest, and remain within the not-invented-here

syndrome. I will provide an example of how resource

constraints triggered the creation of a global network in one

firm's HR function later in this article.

At this stage, the functionning of these project teams and ad

hoc task forces may be far from perfect. Problems emerge which

are the agenda for later stages: local bosses don't want to

release the right people, the accountability and reward system

does not facilitate horizontal work, the vision behind these

project groups is not shared by local units. This leads us to

the next level of glue technology.

Project-oriented Training

Here I am referring to seminars and workshops that are

tailored to organizational problems and their implementation.

These programs may develop individual competences, as in

traditional training, but the prime objective is to develop

organization competences. Let me provide an example.
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A few years ago, INSEAD's Euro-Asian Centre was asked by the

chairman of group of companies headquartered in South East

Asia to develop such a program for a selected group of

executives, tailored to various strategic and organizational

priorities. On the final evening of this two-week program, he

flew in for the traditional chairman's closing speech, where

what he said was: "I look forward to hearing your

recommendations and proposals, which I hope this meeting has

generated. But I want you to know one of the main reasons why

I asked you to attend this special program - I sent you here

to get drunk with each other!"

You can well imagine the reaction of the seminar faculty

sitting at the back of the room! Afterward, they discussed

this with him, concluding that he was a very astute

businessman. He explained that "the reason why I

commissioned this program was that I have so many detailed

problems on my desk that I can't do my job - I can't see the

wood for the trees. And the reason why I have these problems

on my desk is that Mr Goh in Singapore isn't collaborating

with Mr Williams in London, and Dr Muller from business area X

isn't working with Mr Ismail in business area Y." One could

see how his mind had worked. He had personalized these

problems in terms of key executives who had to collaborate,

and then he had decided to lock them up for two weeks both to

build personal relations (and there may be some truth that
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inebriation faciliates the breakdown of barriers!) and to

develop a common sense of problems and opportunities.

Project-oriented training differs from conventional training

in two important respects. First, there are no "attend when

and if you can" sign-up lists. Careful attention is paid to

the choice of who will attend (reflecting the network of key

actors one wishes to build), and attendance is obligatory. In

practice, this means that this training is sponsored by line

management rather than the personnel department.

Second, the focus is on working through an agenda of

strategic, organizational and operational problems. The

program may take the form of a workshop or a weekend meeting,

and there may be no conventional faculty. The output is a

clarification of problems and opportunities, steps towards a

shared sense of priorities and necessary action, and what

Prahalad & Doz (1986) call "multiple perspectives".

These meetings pave the way for what will in time become the

basic strategic management process in the "differentiated

network". They constitute an apprenticeship in the annual and

ad hoc strategic meetings where directions and priorities are

sorted out - resulting in the collective sense of direction,

the heightened self-control, and the network of personal

relationships that characterize this organization. The

problems that these meetings surface eventually become the
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agenda for a consolidation process at stage five ("vision and

values").

Career and Mobility Management

While prior attention has been given to career and mobility

management, it is at this stage that it becomes central.

Royal Dutch/Shell is an enterprise that illustrates this well.

The principle of decentralization and autonomy to local

operating companies has been Shell's basic organizational

philosophy for the last forty years. Thus Shell Oil is an

independent U.S. company, while Deutsche Shell in Germany is

expected to function as a German firm. Nevertheless, Shell

functions as an integrated group since it has long paid close

attention to glue technology. As Lo Van Waachem, the former

chairman of the Group, is reputed to have said: "There are

three things that hold this group of autonomous companies

together. The first is the common logo, the Shell pectin and

the values of quality that this represents. The second is

common financial systems - the rationale behind the

performance evaluations is the same for all operating

companies. And the third and most important source of

cohesion is management development - close attention to

central training and particularly to career management".
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Carefully employed, career management is very powerful

glue technology. Managed mobilit y results in an array of

vital outcomes :

1. Individual management development.

One of my earliest research studies showed that the

principal tool to develop management leadership qualities

is mobility (Evans, 1974; 1989b). "Getting results

through other people" (the usual definition of

management) requires some form of authority. Early

professional development develops the authority of

expertise in one's functional or technical area. While

expertise-oriented managers are the bedrock of any

organization, they succumb to Peter Principle traps when

in leadership positions: they tend to overcontrol what

lies within their area of expertise so as to maintain

their authority, and they overdelegate most matters

outside their expertise. But if one moves a manager who

is thought to have leadership potential to another area

of expertise, that person is obliged to develop

leadership skills in delivering results through people

who have more expertise. The duration of this cross-

functional job should be at least 3-4 years (contrary to

the practice of many firms) - otherwise people will only

develop skills in starting things off, not in

implementation and execution.
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I'm still surprised by the number of major firms that

have not learnt this fundamental lesson. But mobility

goes much further than this.

2. Cross-cultural competency.

"How does one develop an international manager, someone

capable of working across cultures?", is one of the more

frequent questions that I am asked these days. There are

some useful and obvious tools at lower stages in the

hierarchy of glue technology: discussing cultural

differences at seminars, workshops with staff from

different nations, travel abroad, face-to-face

international project teams. But the only way in which an

American will develop deep cross-cultural competence is

by being put in a line role where that person is

accountable for delivering results through a team of

German (or Japanese, French, Dutch ...) subordinates.

That individual is obliged to come to an understanding of

the German way. The deeper competence that is developed

is the realization that, to put it crudely, "there is

more than one way of skinning a cat" ... and the German

way has some merits to it after all! This begins to

facilitate organizational learning through the transfer

of management know how from one culture to another.
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3. Broadened Perspectives and Relationships 

Shell, IBM and Unilever ideally want to have local

managers running local businesses. But none of these

companies would ever entrust a local with the leadership

of an important center unless that person had proven him

or herself in another country and a headquarter or

central staff role. The perspectives of the person would

be too narrow. Coordination with other centers and

adopting the higher level corporate perspective would not

be high on the priority of the individual.

Mechanisms that were discussed earlier serve to broaden

perspectives, but depth of broad perspective (a necessary

duality) comes only through the deep experiences that are

fostered by mobility. And experience in different jobs

also develops the network of personal relationships based

on long-term trust through which important horizontal

initiatives get planned and implemented.

4. Building the Nervous System.

In time, this network becomes the nervous system of the

organization. As Granovetter (1977) pointed out, a

network does not require everyone to know everyone else.

For it to function effectively, it requires "loose ties"

- knowing someone who knows someone who knows someone.

Network theory and research show that a relatively small

number of strong ties (strong relationships) among
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appropriate "gatekeepers" (to use the term of Allen

(1977)) can provide a vast set of potential linkages.

Moreover, this nervous system facilitates responsiveness.

The soft signals and information on competitive moves,

technological shifts and the like are transfered through

the network, rather like the proverbial grapevine.

5. Transfer of Learning.

Transfer of cross-cultural learning (what Adler (1986)

calls cultural synergy) was mentioned above. But what

about the transfer of substantive product, process,

market and technological know how? Ghoshal & Bartlett

(1988) have showed in an empirical study that the

stronger are the informal communication links between

units in a company, the greater is the diffusion and

adoption of innovation.

My own experience with multinationals is that lower level

glue technology facilitates the transfer of learning, but

slowly. Exchange sessions, project interactions, the

informal network of relationships leads to the awareness

of innovations. But rapid and successful transfer of

innovation is typically the result of the transfer of a

specific person. Exchange does not build the confidence

that is needed if a unit is to put an innovation on its

priority list for resourcing and risk-taking. The
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presence of a "champion" who has done it before and who

is eager to adapt that know-how to a new situation is

what it takes to move from words to action.

Using mobility to transfer learning is seen in Pucik's

study of joint ventures between Western and Japanese

partners (Pucik, 1987). The Japanese partner assigns its

highest potential engineers to the venture on medium-term

assignments. These engineers acquire the know how that

the Japanese firm did not possess (the initial rationale

behind the joint venture). These engineers are then

transferred back to the mother company to adapt and

develop that know how, ultimately leading to the collapse

of the venture since the Japanese have now developed

superior know how.

As glue technology takes effect through the evidence of

its success, intermediate mechanisms for the transfer of

learning develop. If there are strong ties between two

otherwise autonomous units, these units may engage in

part time project-based swopping of expertise and

champions, without resorting to full-time moves. This is

a further step in the natural progression to global

centers of competence.

Managing mobility and career development is obviously a

complex domain that goes beyond the scope of this article (see
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Evans, Farqhuar and Lank (1989) for a review). It is a

flexible tool of glue technology. To provide some examples,

Shell feels that it requires a lot of cohesion to balance its

strong attachment to the autonomy of operating companies. So

Shell monitors centrally the careers of some 10,000

individuals, nearly 7% of the total workforce. At IBM and

ICI, central monitoring covers around 1%, though ICI has

recently doubled the number. Obviously, the monitoring of

careers is a cascading process in most corporations.

One other aspect of career management that is a tool of glue

technology should be mentioned, namely explicit career 

pathinq. This is used to build durable linkages between

separate units or functions, initially complementing formal

structure and control but ultimately lightening it.

Take for example refinery operations and oil marketing in a

petrochemical company. With quite distinct operating cultures,

these require their separate functional identities. However,

they must collaborate closely in short-term operations, and

long-term developments, and they must resolve frequent

conflicts. Traditionally, this required substantial

hierarchical centralization (reporting structures, central

staff, planning and control systems). However, the cumbersome

hierarchic apparatus can over time be lightened by introducing

a simple career path rule: no senior executive in either
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function can hold that office unless he or she has proven

themself in a previous line job in the other function.

In time, this does more than just ensure breadth of

perspective and the network of relationships on the part of

senior management. It also affects behaviors lower down in the

firm. Ambitous young managers learn that they must take

people in the other function seriously, and their interest in

interfunctional training and projects is boosted. They

realize that if they undermine their counterparts in the other

function, this will catch up on them when they are in their

rotational job, damaging their further career prospects.

The norm that members of local management teams must have

experience at headquarters has a similar effect. And Pascale

(1990) provides us with some rich examples of how Honda in

Japan employs career pathing and related devices. Research,

engineering and manufacturing are autonomous companies at

Honda, with research as the primus inter parus. But they are

linked by a variety of subtle career norms. For example, the

explicit rule is that the president of research will become

the president of Honda. This signals the importance of

research to the other companies. It also ensures that

research collaborates closely with engineering and

manufacturing - otherwise the future president will inherit

problems of his own making!
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Building Shared "Vision" and "Values"

This evolution so far in the application of glue technology is

far from problem-free. There are many obstacles and

resistances reflecting inconsistencies between new behaviors

and the historic reward, performance and job evaluation

systems, as well the heritage of the hierarchic culture. The

measure of success that has been achieved leads top management

to believe that a major organizational overhaul is necessary.

Where can formal structures be lightened (delayering)? How can

horizontal behaviors in the emerging differentiated network be

facilitated?

And how can these behaviors be channeled? Success in glue

technology creates two new problems (Evans & Doz, 1989, pp

240-242). The first is the risk of politicization of decision-

making processes. Since decision-making is increasingly

horizontal and informal, there are cases where decision

processes are subverted by the vested interests of individuals

or coalitions. These subterfuges can be camouflaged in the

complexity of the firm, which is the second problem - the need

to steer the complexity of emerging organizational processes.

Top management begins to feel the necessity to pay close

attention to the steering mechanisms of the firm - strategic

and operational goal-setting ("vision") and control mechanisms

("values"). The dualistic law of organization is that the more
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top management decentralizes operational decision making and

problem solving, the more it must pay attention to channeling

those decentralized behaviors in the interests of the firm

(for a discussion of the dualities in organization, see Evans

& Doz, 1989; Evans, 1989(a); Evans, 1991).

The vehicle for undertaking this overhaul is the next step in

glue technology, the process of building shared vision and

values. Let me restrict myself to two related comments

concerning output and process respectively.

The first point is that vision must be rooted in reality, and

that values must mobilize energy and action. Thus, the output

of this process must be both general and specific. In terms of

vision, the output may be broad buy-in to a long term

strategic intent or definition of business development goals.

But the output is also the elaboration of and commitment to

specific management processes for strategic and operational

goal-setting and resource allocation (e.g. annual conferences

of key unit managers to discuss strategic directions,

formalization of linkages between centers and units,

elaboration of plans, etc.).

I saw one $3 billion enterprise go round in circles for

eighteen months after the president succeeded in a company-

wide exercise to build a vision and values built on the theme

of "The $10 billion enterprise in the year 2000". Yet this
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vision was not rooted in concrete realities and action plans.

Top management waited for the middle to take specific

initiatives while middle management waited for the top to tell

them what to do!

Similarly, the output in terms of values may be general

("reward for achievement", "unity in diversity", "tolerance

for legitimate mistakes"), but these values are worthless

unless they energize specific changes in policy, roles and

behaviors. The values must mobilize a revision of the

performance evaluation system so that it allows for

multidimensional goals (i.e. "unity in diversity"), they must

fuel an overhaul of the reward system (i.e. "reward for

achievement"). Note also that the earlier mastery of

horizontal project management allows implementation of these

significant changes and reinforces the glue.

The second point is that it is the process of developing

shared vision and values that both creates the glue and

mobilizes action, not the content alone. For those who are

not involved in the process, the results are only words on a

paper that are unlikely to create energy. I observed this in

a study of such a vision/value exercise undertaken by the

French group Lafarge-Coppee, the number two world player in

the cement industry. Faced with the need to build cohesion

among newly acquired companies, the president launched a one

year process leading to the development of new "Principles of
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Action". My interviews showed that the 50 executives who were

involved indeed developed a cohesive understanding of the new

vision, structure and values, and of the intent and nuances

behind them. This was also true for lower management in the

Brazilian subsidiary, where the management team spent six

months adapting these values to fuel changes in the company.

But in the Canadian affiliate, where they were announced at a

single weekend meeting, they were seen as a worthless booklet

of vacuous ideals.

BP (British Petroleum) is a company that is currently at this

stage in the development of glue technology. Robert Horton,

the new chairman, launched a total overhaul of the

organization, vision, values, and management processes.

Initially, this focused on the top fifty people, then it was

worked through the next 500 at open seminars (Lorenz, 1990). I

remember a conference discussion led by a BP executive who

outlined what was happenning. Someone in the audience laughed:

"I suppose that you now are going to run this through the

other 70,000 employees!!" "Yes, that is exactly what we are

thinking of doing", was the reply. Indeed, BP has given

itself two years to work this process through the top 26,000

employees. What is noteworthy in BP's attention to process is

the recognition that this must involve more than top-down

communication. If it is to result in genuine commitment, the

downward cascade must allow for middle-up suggestions,

refinements and revisions. The process is two-third completed
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at the time of writing, and the vision-value statement is

currently at its sixth iterative change.

This global overhaul may well pay off for BP because it has a

mastery of lower level glue technology. For other firms

without that mastery, that type of exercise might be a futile

and expensive waste of time.

A diversified Australian company which masters lower level

glue technology provides an example of what happens if there

is not this "stage five" commitment to common vision and

values. Deregulation of its Australian market led two major

competitors to put themselves up for sale. The management

team agreed "in principle" that acquiring one or both of these

companies was attractive, though there was no deeply shared

vision for the future of the corporation. The reality was

that each business head was locked into a resource allocation

plan, unwilling to adjust this so as to release cash for the

purchase. It took them so long to reach agreement to

sacrifice their individual vested interests that they pissed

the window of opportunity - both companies were bought by

competitors.

Applying those Values to Human Resource Development 

The strongest tool we know in the arsenal of glue technology

comes next. Those core values are then applied as rigorously
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as possible to guide the selection, socialization,

development, and promotion of staff.

Let's take an example of a strong glue (i.e. strong culture)

company, that of Hewlett Packard. Its core values are embodied

in the well-known "HP-Way", and it is a company that has

practiced what it preaches as well as any other. When it

recruits a German engineer for its plant operations at

BUblingen in Germany, it is not just looking for a

technically-skilled engineer: it is looking for an engineer

who is deviant on basic German values, someone who is

attracted by the values of Hewlett Packard rather than the

more mainstream values of a Siemens or a BASF! Subtle

indoctrination methods will be used to develop the value-fit

in the early career years, and the person's likelihood of

promotion depends to some extent on that value fit (as shown

by the research of my colleague Andre Laurent in such strong

culture companies). The result is a very cohesive corporation,

where autonomous individuals know exactly "what Bill Hewlett

or Dave Packard would have done if they had been in my shoes".

Such strong culture companies (HP, IBM, some major Japanese

firms) were fashionable in the early 80s, with the early wave

of interest in glue technology. Today's observation is more

nuanced, as we'll see in the next section.
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DOSING THE GLUE 

Glue technology has to be dosed in moderation and with care.

Colin Harvey, a senior executive with the Shell Group of

companies, expresses this with a analogy :

"One of my son's hobbies is building model aircraft. The
key to building an aircraft that will fly is dosing the
glue at the right places. Too little glue at the key
spots, and the plane falls apart when you try to fly it.
But sometimes he falls into the opposite trap. He and the
plane get covered with glue, and the plane is so heavy
with glue that it won't fly. It's the same for
organizations - some are so sticky that they can't fly."

Let me build on Harvey's analogy with two related points to

which human resource executives in particular should pay

attention.

The Weakness of Strong Cultures 

One of the basic tenets of duality theory (Evans, 1991) is

that anything, taken to the extreme, becomes pathological.

This is true for extremes of centralization and

decentralization, and it is true for extremes of glue

technology. There is nothing virtuous in and of itself about a

strong culture.

One of the negative consequences of strong culture is loss of

strategic flexibility. Hewlett Packard is a good illustration

(Evans & Lorange, 1989). The HP-way reflects this company's

heritage in the instruments business.	 But HP was led by

technological shifts into the computer sector, where different

values are required to be successful. It faced a choice point
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in the mid-80s - whether to differentiate its values (and the

underlying management practices) so as to permit

diversification, or whether it should stick to its values and

limits its mission to instruments. With the acquisition of

Apollo Computers, HP committed itself to the former route and

is currently engaged in a difficult process of differentiation

or glue removal (creating a culture with more tolerance for

diversity).

With internationalization, many major Japanese firms face a

similar dilemma. Their strong and cohesive management

processes are built on Japanese values. Direct foreign

investment means localization of management, and this is made

difficult by the very strength of the management development

system. This has been described as the Achilles heel of

Japanese management (Bartlett & Yoshihara, 1988). The same

may be true for IBM, which has experienced difficulties in

creating room for mavericks in a culture geared to foot

soldiers. One of IBM's strengths is the value it attaches to

measurement (IBM="I-Believe-in-Measurement). Yet anything

taken to the extreme becomes pathological - and overattachment

to measurement can focus an entire organization on short-term

measurables rather than longer-term reorientation.

Focusing on the Business Imperative

One implication is that glue technology must only be applied

to tackle identified strategic and business imperatives - in
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the right strength and at the right places. Figure 2 provides

a listing of strategic and operational justifications for

using glue technology.

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE

There's nothing virtuous about exchange meetings and project

groups unless they are clearly linked to such imperatives.

In fact, a poorly designed exchange meeting backfires in that

it makes the use of such glue technology less credible in the

future. Management mobility is a dangerous tool if it is not

rigorously guided by the need to build identified linkages.

I've seen tremendous human sacrifice and dislocation in some

companies that is justified by the questionably extreme logic

of management development officers that "high potential people

have to prove themselves in ten different jobs over a twenty

year period of time". And Stefan Winsnes, one of the

architects of Apple Computers' approach to HRM, taught me a

deep truth about value systems when he commented on the

widespread discussion of these values within the company:

"In my view, the Apple Values are a catalyst in order to
provoke discussion on what is 'OUR way of doing things'.
I'm not worried that there is discussion about whether
they are a dream or whether they are a reality - as long
as there is discussion! ... We have to find our own way,
the way we feel good about. The deep value is that we
must find our way of doing things." (Evans & Farqhuar,
1989).

From this perspective, values are not worth much unless they

fuel debate and focus action. And they become dangerous when
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they become so institutionalized as to be non-controversial

(see Note 2).

Zealous human resource managers who are eager to apply the

glue technology of management development in the service of

functional professionalism ("After all, isn't management

development our historic preserve?") are a dangerous species.

Since the starting point is the needed business linkages (see

Charan, 1991, for other good illustrations), the use of glue

technology must be led by line management, assisted in its

application by the human resource function. This brings us to

the final section of this article.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE HUMAN RESOURCE FUNCTION

What then does this signify for the HR function itself? The

function cannot cope with these challenges if it itself

epitomizes the problems.

The Organization of the HR function

All too often, the function mirrors the basic central-

ization-decentralization dilemma. In some companies there is

an excessive attachment to lean headquarters and

decentralization. The human resource function consists of a

lone executive in transition to retirement who has been given
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the job as a reward for faithful service. Such companies may

be ripe candidates for takeover bids (see Note 3).

Equally often, the HR function is too centralized and top

heavy. There are hundreds of chiefs at central headquarters

responsible for succession planning, human resource planning,

occupational safety, EEO, management training, job evaluation,

expatriate compensation, rewards and benefits, organizational

development, executive resourcing, personnel information

systems, performance appraisal, and so forth. These chiefs

spend much of their time devising sterile policies, talking

with their counterparts at other companies, attending

conferences, tuning into to the latest emanations from

academic authorities, trying to outwit their counterparts for

increasingly limited budgets ... and complaining about their

powerlessness and frustrations.

Decentralize the vast majority of these persons, and everyone

will be much more satisfied! And I mean decentralize rather

than downsize or delayer! Occupational safety, EEO, reward

systems, staff appraisal and evaluation, human resource

planning, and many other aspects of personnel management are

important domains - as long as they are close to the action

and the realities. Yet if EEO is a central headquarter

service in an American multinational, we get the parody of a

department trying to adapt legitimate U.S. concerns under the

umbrella of "a cultural diversity program" to a Japan or a
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Germany that shares few of these concerns. How can a human

resource planning function serve anything else than an

"academic" role (in the pejorative sense of the term) unless

it is close to the line managers who are the partners in the

task of human resource management? Human resource managers

have complained since the birth of HRM fifteen years ago that

line managers do not take them seriously. Well, how about

reorganizing oneself so as to get close to the preoccupations

of line managers?

Network Leadership at the Top

However, as emphasized earlier, as one decentralizes so one

has to pay corresponding attention to the opposite

requirements of integration. This means that although few

people are needed in the headquarter function, the qualitative

requirements of their role become more important. What is

required is strong network leadership.

If managerial leadership can be defined as the ability to

channel and harness other people who have more expertise than

oneself (as suggested earlier), so network leadership is the

analogous top management ability to channel and harness a

network of decentralized expertise in the service of corporate

objectives - a network of people who have real expertise in

different domains of HRM because they are close to the action.
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Let me provide a final example to illustrate what network

leadership involves. Although this case is drawn from the HR

function, it illustrates in microcosm the progressive

application of glue technology within a corporation. It is

drawn from the ongoing events at the $8 billion Swedish

telecommunications multinational, the Ericsson Group.

In 1988, Britt Reigo was appointed as senior vice president

for human resources at Ericsson, her former job being director

of in-flight services for SAS, the Scandinavian airline. She

inherited a central Ericsson staff of 30 persons, people were

up-to-date on strategic human resource developments but who

tended to have a Swedish rather than global orientation. Many

of these professionals were moved out to the product divisions

(today there are only 12 central persons), while Reigo's role

focused initially on assisting the new CEO and top management

in the preparation of an organizational change.

The new president launched in late 1990 the planned change in

Ericsson's organization, which was fueled by difficultires

during the 80s such as the lack of success in penetrating the

U.S. market. In order to strengthen customer orientation, lead

countries now reported directly to the CEO, and business areas

were refocused on product lines. It was clear that the

achievement of Ericsson's goals for the future would depend on

close linkages between the newly enhanced country managers,

product divisions, and technology centers.
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Britt Reigo's next challenge was to develop the managers in

her own function throughout the world so that they could meet

these challenges, and to achieve this in line with corporate

cost constraints - without hiring new staff. Increased

demands but limited resources! With good leadership, this is

a formula that forces constructive innovation. She decided to

build a network of the product and country personnel managers

spread throughout the world. The vehicle was two worldwide HR

programs for these personnel managers.

The programs design involved two 2-week periods separated by

six months, with inside and outside speakers and workshop

sessions. But within three days of the first program, a

process began of surfacing specific needs, problems and

frustrations, and of matching these needs with the expertise,

advice and assistance that others could provide. This was

formalized in an open market for exchange on problems and

resources. "I need help in designing a performance-oriented

reward system for my management", someone would say; someone

else would respond, "We've done that! Let's get some

interested people together to share some of the do's-and-

don't's".

Within a year, the initial conference (level one in the

hierarchy of glue technology) had developed into a set of

specific projects, coordinated by Reigo and her staff but led
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by local personnel and other managers - a total of 16 projects

in areas such as management planning, reward systems,

absenteeism, HR recruitment marketing, international

assignments, and the HR role in the future (level two glue

technology). The network is now beginning to tackle longer

range strategic issues (level three glue technology). A

earlier review of management planning processes is coming to

fruition, complemented by inputs from the growing network

(level four). And one of the major outputs of the two HR

programs was a guiding vision and set of values (level five)

known as "Foundations for Human Resource Work in Ericsson".

These "foundations" were prepared by the participants on the

first program, elaborated and ratified by the second group.

Local companies have set up their own project teams to tackle

local coordination problems, while a global training network

has been created to avoid reinventing-the-wheel and ensure

transfer of learning in the domain of leadership training

initiatives.

A "differentiated network" is perhaps in the making. Nearly

half of Britt Reigo's time today is spent "out on the road",

working with local management teams to reinforce what has

begun.
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CONCLUSION

The Ericsson events are an example of the application of glue

technology, here within the HR function itself. Reigo's

activities are focused on developing individual HR managers

and on developing the organization and its capabilities. Who

can say where one task ends and the other begins? An

organization is being built up that is decentralized and

differentiated, close to the action, and yet tightly

integrated through network relationships. It is far more

dynamic than can be captured by old clichés of matrix

organization. Foster Rogers, one of her collaborators,

described it as follows :

"We start to lack good terms to describe and convey what
we are doing. It's not a hierarchy of networks, it is
more like interlinking layers of networks. It's like the
spiral of a DNA-molecule where everything is linked to
everything else: incredibly simple and yet incredibly
complex."

The DNA-metaphor is indeed an apt conclusion in that I have

often been struck by the way in which the progressive and

successful application of glue technology results in a

spiralling process of organization development (Evans, 1989a).
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NOTES

Note 1:

Bear in mind that it was only ten years ago that Michael
Porter suggested that companies have a choice between two
generic strategies, differentiation/high value-added or low
cost (Porter, 1980). This reasoning could justify the high
cost of formal "bureaucratic" coordination if it resulted in
added value. However, Porter's observations were based on
historical data and were obsolete even at the time of
publication. Today, competitive advantage is a matter of both
- high value-added at the lowest possible cost. To be fair,
this does not detract from other insights by Porter, whose
later work emphasized the importance of building the
horizontal organization through human resource management
(Porter, 1985).

Note 2:

The only values that merit deep institutionalization are the
dualities that reflect the essence of human and organizational
dynamics - the need to balance opposite and complementary
forces (integration vs local responsiveness, vision vs
reality, top-down vs bottom-up, change vs continuity,
technical logic vs business logic, short term vs long term,
delegation vs control, speed in decision making vs care in
decision making, and so forth). Institutionalization of these
dualistic values fuels a permanent and never-ending process of
continuous improvement and organizational innovation. Why?
Because they reflect the deep dynamics of development and
because they can never be attained or resolved once and for
all.

The reader will discern duality theory, as I call it,
throughout this article. I believe that duality theory is one
of the more significant areas of emerging organizational
theory (see Evans & Doz, 1989; Evans, 1989; Evans, 1990, as
well as various forthcoming articles). Duality theory is also
known under other names - the dilemma theory of Hampden-Turner
(1990); the competing values framework of Robert Quinn (Quinn
& Cameron, 1988); paradox theory (Pascale, 1990).

Note 3:

Minimal attention to corporate level HRM is justified in a
holding company if indeed there are no potential linkages or
synergies between the portfolio of firms in the group.
However, the rationale behind a holding philosophy may
sometimes be that the costs of coordination do not justify the
investment. This may sometimes be dangerous reasoning,
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demonstrating a lack of understanding of informal and well as
formal coordination, as the following example shows.

I recently worked with a European company that via
international acquisitions in the early 80s had become the
world leader in an important industry. However, no attempt
had been made to build linkages via glue technology between
these acquired companies. There was a modest corporate staff,
primarily engaged in overseeing the work of the mother
country, and including one overworked and frustrated human
resource executive. What began a urgent process of change was
when a corporate raider made a bid on the firm: "If you are
not realizing any synergies through the integration of these
acquired companies, I can make money by acquiring the
corporation, disbanding the useless headquarters, and selling
off the regional companies to others who will build those
synergies".
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FIGURE 1 : The hierarchy of glue technology mechanisms

Degree of inter-unit cohesion

Strong gluemechanisms

APPLYING THOSE VALUES TO GUIDE HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

BUILDING SHARED "VISION" AND "VALUES"

CAREER AND MOBILITY MANAGEMENT

PROJECT-ORIENTED "TRAINING"

HORIZONTAL PROJECT
GROUPS

BUILDING FACE-TO-
FACE RELATIONS

Weak glue
mechanisms



FIGURE 2 : A listing of some business imperatives that may require the use of glue technology

q Managing the flow of products or services across functions or units

q Mirroring the needs of global or corporate customers

q Economies of scale in sourcing and purchasing

q Reducing lead times in product development and worldwide/regional commercialization

q Combining economies of scale in R&D or manufacturing with localizing product marketing

q Transfer of learning, know-how, experience (overcoming Not-Invented-Here)

q Building local-but-global centres of competence (avoiding HQ bureaucracy and local duplication)

q Fostering innovation (in management and organization as well as products and services)

q Responsiveness (speed and agility in responding to change)

q Managing strategic interdependencies such as acquisitions, joint ventures, and partnerships

q Providing career opportunities, retaining and developing good people

q Development of leadership capabilities

q Maintaining Group/corporate identity and image
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